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PART I.
INTRODUCTION

This study was selected because the Negro race is one that
possess many color hues and because there is little or no work done
toward helping these various colored women select colors that will
bring out their natural charm.

While this is not a complete treat

ment of color and color harmony it is hoped that it will serve as a
basis for further study and will make more colored women color
conscious, if nothing more.
Many books, periodicals, and pamplets are frequently written
concerning the most suitable colors for blonds, brunetts, and
auburns, but the Negro has more than these three types, and un
fortunately there has been little or no material written to cover
the more various hued group.
There is a real need for a better appreciation and understand
ing of the principles of color and color harmony in their application
in the home, in dress and in business, and much could be added to the
enjoyment of life through a greater feeling for color effects, both
in nature and in art.
With such wonderful tendencies toward music, rhythm, and the
dance, there must be hidden somewhere a natural love of beautiful
colors which if only experimented with, studied earnestly, and used
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correctly would do wonders in enhancing the beautiful colors which
nature has so generously endowed this multi-colored race.
There are a few basic terms which must be understood before
making a study of color suitability. They are hue, value,
intensity and harmony.
Hue is the term which is used to indicate the name of the
colors, such as red, blue, or green.

Two colors may differ in

quality, in other words, one may be blue, the other yellow. This
difference is called the difference in hue.
Value is the brightness or darkness of the color. Colors may
differ from one another in the amounts of light that they reflect.
Thus, a yellow may reflect more light than a blue, or two blues may
affect different amounts of light. One blue may reflect very much
light, in which case we call it a light blue; the other may reflect
little light, in which case we call it a dark blue. The difference
in the amount of light reflected by colors is called a difference
in value.
Intensity or chroma of a color is the brightness or dullness
of the color.

Colors may vary from one another in their purity.

Thus, two colored papers may both be blue, in which case their
hues would be the same. But one may be a pure and intense blue,
the other a greyed blue, dulled in color. The difference in the
amount of fullness of hue is called intensity.
For example, the difference between brown eyes and blue eyes
is a difference in hue. The difference between light blue eyes
and dark blue eyes is a difference in value. The difference
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between the blue eyes of' a baby and the faded gray blue eyes
of a grown-up is the difference in intensity.
It must be kept in mind that all colors have three
demensions, hue, value, and intensity or chroma, each of which
is capable of being changed by the colors that are placed near each
other.
Harmonyis the art principle which produces an impression of
unity through the selection and arrangement of consistent objects
and ideas. Success in color harmony depends upon selecting colors
which are beautiful for a particular purpose, and combining them
so that they enhance rather than detract from each other's beauty.
The ability to do this is worth all of the trouble one must take
in order to learn the guiding principles of color use.
One of the very interesting attributes of color is that it
does not seem the same in combination with other colors as it does
itself. This puzzling quality must be made a matter of study before
colors can be combined harmoniously and with directed intention.
For this purpose several general effects of colors in combination
are given below. lou may secure various pieces of material and
work the experiments out for yourself.
1. The principle of simultaneous contrast involves two qualities
of color, the value and the intensity.
a. A light color placed on a dark background seems lighter
than it does on a background more nearly its own value.
(Place a circle of light gray on a background of black,
and compare it to another circle of the same gray color

on a background of white)
b. The above experiment will likewise demonstrate that a dark
color placed on a light background seems darker then when
placed on a darker background then its own value. The
apparent lightness or darkness of any color may be changed
in the same manner, by changing the background against which
it is placed. ( Use circles of color on colored backgrounds
light and dark instead of the gray and white and black used
in "a")
c. "a" and "b" affect the value changes of a single color, but
when two different colors are placed together there is
also an intensity change. This apparent change is most evident
if colors directly opposite each other in the color wheel
are used, such as red and green, blue and orange, or yellow
and purple. (Place a light value of red on ft light value of
green background and compare it to the same light value of red
on a neutral gray background.) The red on the green seems
more brighter or more intense. Repeat the experiment with
blue and orange and with yellow and purple. In each case the
colored background intensifies the circle of color because
of the reflection of the compliment of the background on the
circle. This phase of complementary reflection may be
futher demonstrated by placing circles of neutral gray of
exactly the same value on three backgrounds, one of red, one
of blue, and one of yellow.

Notice that the gray circles change

in hue, the one on the red becoming greenish, the one on the
blue becoming yellowish, and the one on the yeltkw becoming
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purplish. Another trio of gray circles may be placed
on the secondaries:

green, orange, and purple; and the

effect of the primaries; red blue, and yellow, noted.
d. This effect, however is quite different when two or more
colors that are not complementary are placed together.
Instead of intensifying each other they

tend

to dull or "kill each other. (Place a medium intense
blue on a medium blue on a background of neutral gtfay;
the one on the blue-green background with green will have
list considerable of its brightness because the blue-green
reflects its compliment red-orange on the blue circle,
dulling its original color.)
The above mentioned factors of color combination may be summarized
into the following rules:
1. Values may be lightened or darkened as they are placed on comple
mentary or a lighter or darker background.
2. Intensities may be increased or lowered as they are placed on
complementary or adjacent backgrounds.
The discussion of color combination that has just been
given is helpful in the formation of color harmonies.

With this

knowledge and the suggestions given below it should be possible to
use colors harmoniously,secure from the danger of

crudety that

frequently exists in color usage. The first requisite is to be
able to identify a harmony of color, which for the most part is a
combination of two or more colors that are pleasing to the eye,
the emotions, or to the intelligence.

Among the more important
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factors controlling this pleasing quality of color harmony are the
hue, value, intensity, and relative quantity of the color used.
Gillum, in his book on "Color and Besign" have set down some general
miles for the formation of color harmonies. They are as follows:
1. The hue or hues should be interesting. The primary colors in their
simplicity might be considered the alphabet of colorj and surely
one would not wish to limit her artistic expression to the A B C ' s
of color. The secondaries are the nursery rhymes of color and
are suitable in their lighter values for children. But it is in
the

tertiaries that the classic literature of' color is found.

Therefore in selecting hues choose varied and interesting values
and intensities of the tertiaries and their derivities.

Use

colors that are subtle and puzzling, so that even a second glance
will scarcely identify them.
2. Though in the soft colors of low intensities lie great possibilities
for interesting harmonies, there is danger of using a color that
is so great

or greyed it seems drab or muddy. Avoid this danger.

5. See that there are not too many strongly accented colors, for
they distract the eye and prevent a unity of interest in the har
monies combination of colors.
4. Very bright or intense colors should be used only in small quanti
ties except in rare instances.
5. In the larger masses of color use those that are somewhat lowered
in intensity making them interesting by value and hue variations.
6. The monochromatic harmony is readily formed and has become quite
popular through the use of the ensemble costume effect. It is
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a harmony in which

one color precominates, but which sometimes

become monotonous unless relieved ty touches of other colors to
add variety and accent.
7. Avoid using several different colors in more or less equal
quantities; it makes the Bostume seem unrelated and distracts the
attention from a central theme.
8. Small touches of black are great harmonizing agents, and may
be effectively used for accents instead of bright colors.
9. In forming a harmony there must exist some relation between the
colors used; either the common factor of hue, intensity, a
common background, a color note in common, or a regular progression
of change that establishes a logical relation between the colors
used in the harmony.
10. Two or more bright colors should rarely be placed in
this position unless a neutral color is placed between them.
This is true even in small decorative touches or figures of a
design. Black, grey, tan,navy blue, white,or any very light,
very dark, or very nearly neutrai color will help establish a
harmony between the two.
It must be remembered that colors as they appear on the
color wheel in their fullest intensity do not make a harmony no
matter what combination is used. Their hue, value, intensity,
and relative amount used must first be changed and skillfully con
trolled.
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Suggested Color Groups As A Basis for Color Harmonies

1. Complementary colors are those directly opposite each other
on the color wheel, such as blue-green and red-orange, and may be
combined harmoniously if the rules for forming color harmonies
just mentioned are carefully followed.

The simple complementary

harmony is one of the most difficult to establish, but very
effective when beautifully done,
2. A double complementary group of colors may be selected from the
simple complement plus the complement adjacent to it, making
four colors as a basis for the harmony.

Thus red orange and

orange with blue-green and blue might be the color selection.
3. A split complementary group of colors is still more interest
ing and consists of using two colors and their complements on
each side of the original simple complement, then the colors

used

in this harmony would be red-purple and red-orange with bluegreen and yellow green.
4. The triad group is any group oi three colors equidistant on
the color wheel, and is probably the most difficult of all
harmonies to establish, because the colors are so unrelated.
However, red blue and yellow aould be harmoniz ed by changing
the following way: Select a navy blue sweater of interesting
weave, decorated with small ziz-zag stripes of bright red, and some
low intensity of yellow, such as cream or tan. With great care
equally pleasing harmonies could be made of other color triads.
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5. A monochromatic group of colors consists of a single
color with value and intensity variations. It is one of the
easiest harmonies to create and almost always pleasing.

At

least if there does sometimes appear the element of monotony
there is no danger of this harmony resulting in a glaring
combination of savage colors. The only precaution is in the selec
tion of an interesting and lovely hue to feegin with.
6. A Japanese harmony can be made by using a wash or cast of
some single soft color over a combination of any number of other
colors used in a figured fabric. Many of the newer printed
silks are dyed in this manner and are for the most part very
attractive and interesting.
7. A group of light colors is likewise formed by the common element
of lightness.
8. A harmony of dull colors ia likewise formed fcy the common
element of grayness that they all contain.
S. A harmony of bright colors on a neutral background is very
stricking and not difficult to establish. The bright colored
figures are brought together by having black, white, gray or any
near neutral color

as their back ground. As suggested in rule ten

for formation of harmonies, no two bright colors should be adjacent.
10, An adjacent or anaiagous harmony may be formed by selecting a
sequence of colors, and controlling their values, intensities,
and relative quantities used. They are selected from a regular
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progression of colors within a radius of one—third of the
color wheel.

Color may be taken from several viewpoints:

it may enhance one's charms, it may have a great affect upon
one's psychological reaction} and it might emphasize or subdue
one's bad points if used incorrectly.

Color should enhance personality and never supersede it.
The rather colorless person may use her knowledge of this principle
and thus enliven her own coloring by choosing colors that will
bring out an otherwise attractive skin.

On the stage, colors are deliberately chosen to play on the
emotions of the audience. If this psychology were better understood
in ones daily life, colors would be conductive to hapiness rather
than to discord.

Though it is agreed that different combinations

of musical sounds suggests different emotions, it is difficult to
realize that colors too have the power of suggestion.

Color may

express anger, confusion, depression, kindness, love or dignity.
The French were the first to recognize the importance of this color
symbolism, and have applied it to costume by naming each creation
according to the emotion it expresses,

Shaparilli has said that a woman's moods changes with the
doning of colorful gowns.

One might feel melancholy in black

expecially if it is not unrelieved by any touch of color.

The symbolic meaning of the primary and secondary colors,
black, white and gray, which is given below, represents the
consensus of opinion of many artists and designers who have
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made a careful study of the emotional interpretation of colors.
Shakespeare's plays are rich in color language, and his use of the
effective means of emotional expression is in accord with the
color meaning herein given. The tertiaries are not included
because for the most part they take their emotional significance
from the primaries and secondaries of which they are composed.

Yellow:
Warmth, sunniness, and cheerfulness are associated with
yellowj it has a bouyant personality; being associated with the
Sun-God, it is a royal hue with qualities of depth, dignity and
wisdom. If the jfellow is tinted with red or softened with
brownish gold, then it suggests autum in its fruited richness and
the golden hues of falling leaves. But yellow likewise has
unpleasant emotions to express, There is a jaundiced yellowgreen that suggests illness, as well as a sallow, intense hue
that suggests avarive, envy,jealousy, and cowardliness.
Red:
Red in its lighter tones of pink and rose tints speaks of
hapiness, of the goy of living,of cheerfulness. Red suggests
a warm, loving nature. It is likewise an attribute of youth
love

and beauty as symbolized by the red rose. In Christian

symbolism red is the color of the passion of the Lord. Scarlet
vestments are used on festive occasions of the Apostles and
martys because of the holy passion it signifies. But red may
denote stronger emotions. It is an energetic color, bold and

aggressive. Red also indicates uncontrolled passion, anger and
sin.
Blue:
Blue, so like the sky may calm the restless to repose. It
is a modest, unassuming color; it may be coy and demure; its
qualities are retreating. Blue is not sunny, it is not warm, it
is not agressive, but quiet and reserved, full of peasing
resist ance and restraint. Nature makes generous use of it,and
so too may one use it in ones costumes without feeling that it
intrudes its own personality too strongly on ones self. Blue may
also signify divine contemplation, emblematic of both devinity and
intelligence. Though blue, because of these many pleasing qualities
is one of the favorite and most used colors, it is sometimes
condemned for its coldness. When we are despondent and alone,
emotionally cold as it were, we say we are suffering from the
"blues" certainly a dark and chilling expression.
Purple:
Purple, being- a combination of red and blue, suggests
constancy and truth. It is a rich color especially v/hen in
clining more toward the crimson scale. It is symbolic of
dignity, stateliness, and regality. Perhaps more than all the
other colors it has loftiness and depth of character.

When

purple inclines toward the blue scale it is more sym bolic of
mourning, especially so in religious art. The penitant
Maaalene is clad in purple in most of the great paintings.
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In the lighter shades such as lavender, lilac and heliotrope,
there exists a destinct fejainin.it/, a quality of refinement and
marked delicacy.
Greeen:
This combination of yellow and blue partakes of the symbolic
nature of both.

It is lighter and more cheerful then blue, yet it

Las more dignity and repose them yellow. Green is cocl, restful
to the eye and nerves, and a relief from the heat of the summer
sun.

In symbolic art, green is the emblem of bounty, of youth,

hapiness, and prosperity.

On the other hand, green has still

another meaning in that pale yellow-green hue casts a death-like
pallor over the complexion.
Orange;
Orange, since it is a combination of both the warm
'm

primaries, red and yellow,is a warm color.
vividness of life, passion.

It wymbolizes fire,

The sun's gold is closely allied

to this color and gives some indication of the power and

regalty

of hue. Orange is the color of attainable wisdom; it is not so
royal as a yellow or not so majestic.

It is friendlier, but has

depth, fire and force. It is sometimes called the spending color
for it often softens both the heart strings and the purse strings.
White:
White is replete with symbolic values and experience of
expression. It is the clothing of the angles; it denotes glory
joy, and innocencg.

Perhaps more than any other color, it

symbolizes purity. It has qualities of piety, gentleness,
timidity, modesty, and peace.
Grey:
Gray has changed in its symbolism. For many years gray was
avoided for its expression of gloom, sadness, fugidity and fear.
It signifies the obscure, the spectral descrepitude and fear. It
signifies the obscure, the spectral, descripitude and death.
Though the meaning still has influence on its use, gray has been
found to partake of the more pleasing qualities of other hues
when used with them. The beauty and appropriateness of the
newr-neutral hues is just beginning to be realized.

The quietness,

modesty and retiring quality of the gray when combined with the more
virulent qualities of the intense hues from a resultant color that
is pleasing, such colors having a refinement and subtle beauty that
belonged to neither of the originals.
Black:
It is a dark and unresponsive color. Ir is cola and gloomy;
the color of night time and mystery of uncertainty, of supression
and grief. If black can divorce itself from this hard and un
relenting symbolism it is possible however to maxe very effective
use of it in costume. When combined with rich textures and
interesting color accents it attains a dignity and a practicality
that in considerable measure offsets its aura depression.
The symbolic meaning of the colors have been discussed at
this length because they have a very definite influence on the
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choice of colors in dress. It is not that the color choice
depends

wholly

on this symbolism, but that it is one of the

factors to be considered in adapting colors to the individual
wearer.
We must bear in mind that we are a race with varying moods.
One half of us are gay and happy most of the time; the other half
is depressed. Therefore, great care must and should be taken for
the gay type will have a tendency toward bright, gaudy colors,
without even a thought of how those colors may blend with the skin
tones. The depressed type may on the other han d select drab colors
without a thought that brown or black may look worse on them, and
at the same time make them feel worse.

PART III.

To Know and Choose Correct Colors;
There are six main factors that influences the choice of
correct colors for an individual and they are: (1) the color
of the skin; (2) the color of the hair and eyes; (3) the texture
of the skin and the texture of the material; (4) the age of the
individual; (5) the personality of the individual; (6) the season
of the year and the geographical location. A person, regardless of
his skin coloring must keep these six main factors in mind.
In this study the skin coloring was treated under three main
headings - dark-brown, medium-brown, and light- brown. Under
these main headings came several sub-headings into which catagory
the majority of the colors will fall.
The Color of the Skin:
What does it profit a woman if all the colors in her costume
blend in perfect unison and yet they will not blend with her own
skin coloring? The color note with her own skin is the first
consideration. How often might you say these very words?
"Oh, what an adorable orchid costume1 "

"Yes, but, how

sallow it makes her appear! " The wearer, no doubt has noticed
the effect herself, but she will say - "I don't care. I like
orchid and I am going to wear it."

One more self-willed lady

gone astray in the matter of clothing because she did not
understand that the first law of good taste is to have the color
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scheme blend with her own coloring.
The Color of Kair and Eyes:
Where a color might become owe SO far as the color of her
Sitin is concerned, the very same color might clash with the
color of the eyes or the hair. There are some cases in which it
is better to play up to the eyes than to the skin. The majority
of the brown

Negroes have dark-brown or black appearing hair and

eyes. However, one might discover such types as these in a large
number: dark-brown skin with yellow brown eyes and dark redbrown hairj dark-brown and medium-brown skin with yellow brown
eyes and dark - brown hair; dark brown ana medium-brown skin
with yellow-gray eyes

and dark-brown hair; very light yellow-red

brown with gray eyes and sandy hair. This is a general classifica
tion for the eyes of these individuals

have a tendency to change

at intervals, maybe due to climatic conditions, emotional
strain, color of costumes, or to some temporary physical condition.
Therefore it is wise to study your own eyes, experiment with
various colors to find the ones that have the best effect on your
particular eyes and wear only those colors.
Texture of Skin and Materials:
One would be surprised to discover the vast change that can
be made in the effect of colors when tried on persons possessing
various textures of skins. For instance, you might take two browns,
with r ugh skin and one with smooth, transparent brown skin and
try the same colors in different textures upon the individual. You
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will that the velvet or satin looked good on the clear skinned
brown, but it looked horrid on the rough skinned one.

But, when

a serge or woolen material in the very same color was tried on the
rough skinned individual the color was wearable ana the skin looked
smoother; pure and bright colors always emphasize imperfections in
the skin.
The Age of the Individual:
Older women should not wear, even if the colors were very becom
ing to them when they were younger, bright colors in large areas.
Since bright colors have a tendency to harden an older woman's face,
small amounts of these colors should be selected to use as trimmings.
People who are inclined to be rather colorless and who have a
quiet and retiring manner are eclipsed by large amounts of bright
color, while striking persons with dashing manners can wear any
colorswhich are becoming to hem, providing they wear them for suitable
occasions.
Instead of disguising and "commonizing" one's personality by
the use of a fashionable color thaw is universally adopted one
should choose those colors that coincide and emphasize one's distinc
tive traits.

The question that naturally follows is, how may one

recoghize the outstanding traits of his own personality and what
colors can be used to stress those most desired?

For many reasons

it is difficult, if not almost impossible to classify the many
different perscrtalities

into so-called types.

Moods change from
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day to day; personalities develop as the years go by; and there
are vuch numerous and intricate combinations of personalities,
so to speak, that a universal grouping would scarcely be practica
ble. In fact for the most part, it would seem preferable to
analyze one's own personality, learn what attributes the various colors
express through their symbolism, ana apply this knowledge to one's
own particular problem. However, should one be bold enough to
attempt a crystallization of these most intangible character
attributes in a few personality types the following generally named
types will give an ideas
The Mannish Type:
The most appropriate colors for a personality of this type
range among those that are dark and cold. This may seem a severe
statement

but it is not so much so,for she is allowed combinations

of black and white, neutral gray, dark blues, greens and pnrples,
with just touches of strongly contrasting shades to add a note of
courage and determination to it.
The Vivacious Type:
One almost knows from the adjetive describing this type that
strongly contrasting, bright, cheerful colors are her sphere.
The choice of hue depends as always on the color of the hair,
eyes and complexion; but as long as the colors are gaily dashing
in effect and harmoniously combined she will radiate cheer, swif-tnss
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of action and pep. Those colors she would mostly avoid would be
dull tones, dark colors unrelieved with white or bright combinations
and white without colorful accessories and grays, light colors are
permissible but are in most cases not strongly accentuated enough
for her livelier nature.
The One

"ff Typf*

This is a most pleasing type to dress and one that perhaps
most often chooses appropriate colors. It can be remembered with
little effort that blue in its middle tones is modest and welcoming.
If it becomes too light it is fickle, if too dark it is cold.
Medium shades of green partake
while shades

of the characteristic Of the blue;

of red, such as old rose .sunny tans and creams from

the bright toned yellow, all express this radiating friendliness.
There are a few dark colors permissible to this type, such as brown,
maroons and dull oranges.
The timid Tvoet
For this type light colors are preferable to dark colors. The
bright ones give too blurred and bold an impression, the dark ones
are either too emotional or are hidden with too firm a purpose.
White is permissible alone, but when it is combined with dainty
color effects it is more pleasing. Black is not the most retiring
color and is not the best, though it may seem modest enough.

The

cooler colors ranging in grays, greens and blues are quieter
though the warm colors, yellows, reds and oranges, may be used in
delicate tones.
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The Serious-Minded t
There is a similarity in the choice of colors for the
reserved woman and for the bolder business type, the main difference
being that strong contrasts of black and white make
as do bright flashes of color used on

her too noticible,

an otherwise unobstructive

frock. Light colors and bright colors are placed aside to take
advantage of rich deep reds red and blue-prurple, maroon, of rich
deep reds, red and blue-purple, dark greens, blue greens, and olive
greens,navy and micnight blue,or colors intricately grayed in
unostentatious combinations.
Brownish yellow and orange brocade satin effects would be
permissible for evening wear to add a becoming, regal queenly note.
The Smotional Type:
Oriental effects abounding in warm reds, yellows, yellow-greens,
and rich blacks would best suit this dramatic tendency of expression.
The color combinations would be striking, bazarre. Flat, one-toned
effects would be avoided,and formality in use of color disregarded.
These people most fesemble the vivacious type, although they might
be called the tragedians in contrast. They are actresses

palying

their part on the stage of life itself. In all attitudes both public
and private they assume a studied pose.

The important fact is, as

one author has stated, is that one should be of a sufficiently "grande
air" and depth a nd sincerity of feeling before imphasizing this
trait in dress, for otherwise the effect may be one of mere mawkish
imitation and artificiality.
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The Capable Type?

With the exception of the vivacious type of woman, the one
paving

this trait is allowed the greatest freedom of color choice.

Strong bright colors are not able to subdue her personality, but
rather enhance it; nor do rich or cold dark ones place her in too
great a shadow. Too grayed colors, and those quite light do not
due justice to her forcefull ness.

She is a combination business

woman and serious minded type, having the aggressive strength of
the one and the caution and strength of the other.
The Season of the Year and the Geographical Location:
______ Both "toe season of the year and the geographical location
plays a great part in the selection of colors. In cities and in
the winter seasons the colors are darker, and the textures of materials
are duller. Therefore a Negro woman must know her best colors even
in the few darker shades that she can wear, in order to make herself
look becomingly dressed in the winter or in the city where darker
colors are worn to a greater extent.

EXPERIMENTS:
Method of Procedure:
These experiments were carried on in Anderson Hall; the
senior dormitory at Prairie View State College.

The room is a

bright one, facing the South side of the campus,and devoid of all
color accents.
The subjects were draped, before a large mirrow which was
placed in the direct light of the window.

A sheet was used to

cover the lower part of the body and a sufficient quantity of
various colors and textures of materials were draped over the
upper portion of the body.

With the assistance of two other

interested people, used as judges, the most becoming, fair or
unbecoming colors were selected and recorded for each individual.
When a color was found to be only moderately becoming, it
was tried iumany other textures and in combination with other
colors until the best was found.
In the first experiment sisteen girls were used.

There were

There were eight girls possessing clear, transparent or somoothskin
and eight additional ones were used possessing coarse or rough skin.
The second experiment was carried on in the very same manner
but the eight girl§ used were those which might be termed as odd types;
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for Instance one possessing brown skin, light brown skin,
grey eyes, brown , green or yellow eyes, or one possessing
gray eyes black or red hair and one of the lighter skin tones.
The odd type generally finds proper selection of colors a
very difficult job for maybe the color of the skin may blend
beautifully with the material but the material might war with
the color of the hair and eyes.

Note:
These experiments were done both in day light and in
artificial light.

The light of the sun has not been exactly

reproduced in artificial light, and for that reason it is
necessary to know the change that colors undergo when subject to
an imitation "sun". Many disappointments will be avoided if the
selection of the fabric is made, by the light under which the
garment is to be worn.
Most artificial light reflects yellow as its dominating hue.
In some cases the colors may be enhanced by this color reflection,
but not always sol

Yellow-orange will appear more yellow; red orange

and orange will loose some of their redness and become nearer the
orange and yellow-orange group; red will become scarlet; blue—red
will be dulled, red and purple or red purple somewhat drab; therefore,
a persen must always try a color inthe light which he expects the
dress to be worn.

MAHOGANY-BEOEN NEGROi
In experimenting with this particular color it was
found that grayed tones enhanced the coloring in the skin.
The colors that were true bright furnished too great a
contrast; while the colors that were dark, melted into the
skin, giving a very dull appearing mass. Therefore, i^ is
ooncluded that the most appropriate colors for this type
of girl are the colors that have been grayed and softened.
There were some of the fair and unbecoming colors1
that possibly could be worn provided the subject wore them
in very small prints on a white or on one of the becoming
color backgrounds. For example, when a sample of material
having small purple dots on a pale green background was
tried on this particular type, a very pleasing color com
bination resulted.
A color chart for this particular type may be found
on the following page.

CHOCOLATE-BROWN NEGRO;
There is a deep red glow that shines behind the
brown that adds a certain beautiful richness to the skin.
All the subjects used in this group had lovely
smooth skin*

The greyed pale shades were becoming to

them too and a pale green seemed to have brought out the
red in the skin, giving a most satisfying effect*
This type has to be very careful about having too
little a contrast or too big a contrast between the colors
they wear and their own true skin tone*
The following color chart shows some of the colors
used in experimenting with this type.

COPPER-BROWM MEGRQ:
Practically the same results were found in the
experiment on this color type as in the Chocolate-brown
Hegro,

However, one very becoming color was discovered

good for the Copper-brown Megro and that was the very
becoming effect

that pale yellow gave when draped around

the face. It seemed to have loaned a velvety texture to
the skin.
At night the bright green was exceptionally good
on her.

On the following page is a color chart for this type.

DARK-NUT BRQffM:
Because of the more equal distribution of red and
yellow in the skin, this type can more easily wear a
variety of All the colors with the exception of deep
purple, true browns and bright reds
Some descriptive colors for this color type are
found on the following page.

LIGHT-NUT-BRGWN NEGRO:
This particular type seemed to have worn very
becomingly every color tried on.

They have the ad

vantage of having an equalized amount of yellow and
red in the skin.
However the color beige which was found to be
one of the most becoming colors for the previous named
types did nothing whatever for her skin tone -it was too
near the same color.
A coloring chart for the light-nut brown follows.

DUSTI-GQLD-BROWy MEGRQ:
It seemed that most of the subjects discussed
peeviously wore to an advantage the grayed tones, but
with the more golden tones found in subjects of
this type, the brighter colors were worn well as
demonstrated on the following page.

Yellow Brown:
Because of the intence amount of yellow in the skin those
colors had to be used which minimized that quality and brought
out the red in her skin}

those colors doing this most success

fully were green,and its tints,and blue and its tints.

I
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BECOMING

FAIR

UNBECOMING

Light Yellow Brown:
The same might be aaid of this tupe as was said of the
yellow brown Negro,only an additional color, purple which
could not be worn by the previous type was very becoming
to this type due to the fact that there was not quite as much
yellow inthe skin.

Yellow-White and White-Yellow Brown:
These two types of people are very near alike only one
has more yellow-pink in the skin and the other has more
yellow-white in the skin.
All colors are becoming as long as the colors are not
near their skin tone such as yellow, beige, and other
gBayed colors that make them look sallow
With this group of girls the eyes and hair were light,
therefore,the hair and eyes

were taken into consideration and

the following figures will shoew what colors were best
suited to the type possessing light eyes.

The first picture

tjtpe has light brown eyes while the latter has hazel eyes.

FAIR

UNBECOMING

*

i

/

*"#
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

Almost every individual is able to wear one shade, at least
in each member of the color family . An individual may wear
probably any color if that color is grayed down for them.
It must be born in mind that the foregoing information, based,
though it is upon careful analysis of the different types, must
be regarded only as theory, and subjected to rigid tests of actual
trial.

No color should be worn unless it is actually becoming.

It should always be tried by draping the wearer in a sufficient
quantity of material to cover the upper part of the body and should
be examined in varying lights.

If a color is only moderately

becoming it should be tried in varying lights - maybe it can
be worn very becomingly at night or in another texture, or in
combination with othercolors.

Only patience and careful study

of one's own problem by experimenting with various colors, and
textures of materials as the writer has done in this thesis, can
one find the most appropriate colors for one's individual type.
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